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Trend forecasting and expert
research all point toward
hybrid work as 
the next great 
disruption.
As Microsoft reports, “with over
40 percent of the global
workforce considering leaving
their employer this year, a
thoughtful approach to hybrid
work will be critical for attracting
and retaining diverse talent.”

Hybrid work is more than just
convenient; it’s cost-saving, too.
Coworking spaces are ideal for companies and teams
looking to save on overheads like rent, electricity and
infrastructure and instead, invest that money in other
parts of their business. From furnishings to utilities,
here are some major savings you can look forward to
when switching to a hybrid work model. 
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Price per
square footage
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n a traditional o ce space environment
determining the average square
allocation per employee is a good
indicator of how much budget to allocate
to lease costs and maintenance
I

ffi

,

.

In a breakdown from Aquila, they distilled office
space size into three categories:

Dense 

80 – 150 square feet
per employee and with
the majority of seating
being open seating with
rows of small desks

Average 

150 – 250 square
feet per employee

Spacious 

250 – 500 square
feet per employee

As you might imagine, office monthly rental fees vary depending on
square footage, the number of employees and location.

8-23

$

avg cost of monthly office
rental fees in the U.S.

Using this estimation, accommodating a
person workforce in a dense
space with minimal amenities

500

Will cost:

480,000- 
1,380,00

$ 
$

per calendar year
depending on location
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According to Aquila’s calculations, for every
100 employees in a dense space with minimal
common areas, you’ll need to lease an office
space with 12,000 square footage. Multiply
that by five locations, each with 100
employees, and you’re looking at a total of
around 60,000 square feet for your
500-person workforce.

Keep in mind that with Covid regulations and
recommendations, spacious office
environments—like ones offering large private
spaces—are more encouraged than dense or
average sized spaces. With that in mind, a
realistic estimate is around 60,000 square
feet for 500 employees. That, plus offering
larger space with better amenities helps
attract top talent.

Avg yearly price of office space per employee
n e w yo r k

14,800

S an fr ancisco

13,032

$

$

avg yearly price of office
space per employee

avg yearly price of office
space per employee

6.16 sq ft

5.43 sq ft

$

$

avg office space

avg office space

Source: Price it Here

On the other end of the spectrum...
AT l a n ta

4,194

$

avg yearly price of office
space per employee
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Maintenance costs
Research shows that maintenance is the third
largest office expense, after fixed costs and
utilities. 

Servicings that fall under maintenance
include checking heating and air conditioning
equipment at least once a year, running
quarterly plumbing inspections (water
damage can be expensive), and servicing
appliances with water or gas hookups such
as dishwashers.

Agent commission and
early-termination on lease fees

t ypical main t enance cost

Like any long-term lease, there are

$

considerable fees involved. According to

2.23 sq ft

Chron, “you can expect to pay a lease
commission of about 5 percent of your total
lease, which is then split between your
landlord rep and the tenant rep. For instance,
if you get a $20 per square foot lease for five

o t h e r fa c i l i t i e s q u o t e

1.63 sq ft

$

years, the commission would be $5 per
square foot.”

You are also committed to staying in that
space for a designated amount of time. If you
break the lease agreement ahead of that
predetermined date, you’ll likely be charged
an early termination fee. Deskpass works on a
flexible, pay as you go model meaning that
there are no commitments and you can
cancel at any time.

Using the 500 employee example,
at an average price of $2 per
square foot in a dense work
environment, that comes to

$

120,000

Source: UpKeep
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Daily coffee and snacks
Coffee, tea and other assorted snacks may
seem like small expenses, but when added up
at the end of the year, they’re significant. 

and applying this to a 500-person company
across 262 working days in a calendar year,
the total comes to $327,500. The same
calculation applies to free coffee, so
multiplied by two, it brings the estimated total
to $655,000.

I f s n acks c o st

Furnishing and decor
If you’ve ever been in charge of setting up an

2.50

$

per employee per day

office space—we’re talking furniture, kitchen
appliances, outdoor spaces and perks like a
ping-pong table—you know it’s steep.
According to an article in Office Interiors, the
commonly seen 6’x6’ L-shaped

at a

500
person company

configurations costs between $1200-4000
per workstation. 

When you switch to coworking, you won’t
have to worry about supplying desks, chairs,
filing cabinets and other office equipment.

acr o s s

262
working days in a calendar year

Coworking spaces supply all the essentials
and even take care of hiring a cleaning

The same calculation applies to free

service for the premises, as well as cover all

coffee, so multiplied by two, it brings

utility bills for the space. Then there are the

the estimated total to

amenities, which can range from gyms,

500

outdoor lounge space, communal kitchens
and on-site dining.

As reported by HubSpot
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Ways to invest these savings

Every team has a unique set of goals and challenges, so it’s hard to pinpoint where to
invest the money you’ll save with coworking. That said, we’ve included three areas that will
help both your business and your employees’ happiness flourish.

Prioritize employee happiness
HubSpot itemized the cost of employee happiness and it’s pretty
thorough. Employee happiness factors range from comprehensive
medical coverage and paid time off to tuition assistance and free
daycare for one child per family.

With other employee happiness factors covered by coworking
spaces—free coffee and snacks, game rooms and gyms (in some
cases) to name a few—you can allocate more money to ensuring that
your team is better supported physically, mentally and emotionally.

$

Set higher salaries to recruit top talent
Serving and supporting a diverse workforce starts with recruitment.
Remote and flexible work arrangements empower hiring teams to
tap into a much larger talent pool of qualified candidates than if
they narrowed their search to one city or state. The money you save
on traditional office space can be funneled into offering higher
salaries and increased benefits to potential candidates.

Applying OPEX savings to product
or sales and marketing
Savings derived from reductions in lease or real estate costs can be
applied to areas most likely to result in growth. Allocating more
resources to product development or product enhancements, can
accelerate time to market and get a jump on the competition. Applying
cost savings to increase marketing budgets and hire additional sales
people, can accelerate customer acquisition and retention.
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Other Benefits of Hybrid Work
Dollar signs aside, there are so many other reasons to embrace
a hybrid work environment. We rounded up a few of our favorites
below (and also in this dedicated post about mental health).

Boosts mood and

Hybrid work can improve

increases productivity

mental health

As we noted before, working from home is

If you’ve ever had a toxic office environment,

great, but not all the time. Studies have

you know what we’re getting at here.

shown that a change in environment can
spark creativity, boost motivation and
enhance your overall mood. When you’re in a
good mood, you tend to do great work.

Ac c o r d i n g

to Fo r b es

23%
of employees report that they

OW L L a b s r a n a st u dy o n h ow

work in a toxic workplace

r e m ot e wo r k a f f ec t s p r o d u c t i v i t y
a n d o v e r a l l h a p p i n e s s at w o r k

%

80

of employees believe being able to

b u i lt

In

46%

continue to work remotely, post

of workers say culture is “very

pandemic would make them feel like

important” in deciding whether to

their employer cares about them.

accept a job offer or not

F u r t h e r m o r e , D e s k M a g f o u n d t h at

71

%

62

%

90%

of people surveyed
were more creative
reported that their measure of
work improved significantly
felt more confident
when coworking

47%
of people looking for another job are
doing so because they don’t align with
their current company’s culture
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Allows for more autonomy

Empowers financial freedom

Environment can enhance or detract from

We wrote a whole article on how hybrid work

doing your best work. At Deskpass, we’ve

removes stressors relating to time and

included filters and ‘moods’ that allow

finances, and it really is a win-win for

members and teams to curate the best

everyone. When employees are able to cut

spaces for their particular work styles. It gives

down on daily commutes to/from the office,

you the flexibility to choose a space based

lunches and work clothes, those savings are

on the layout, the location or the overall

significant. This then empowers them to

atmosphere. 


allocate those unspent dollars how and

A network of coworking spaces like Deskpass
allows you to create your work environment,
on your terms. In many ways, you can

where they see fit, whether it’s for a future
investment or to pay off an unpaid medical
bill. 


cherry-pick aspects you want and don’t want

From a company standpoint, remote and

(a quiet atmosphere, or the place that always

hybrid work cuts down on overhead costs

stocks your favorite kind of tea). You can even

and relieves you of committing to expensive,

filter spaces based on specific needs, such as

long-term leases on traditional office space.

a mothers room for breast pumping moms. 


Saving in these areas means that you can

Having the freedom to work when and where

re-invest money in other ways.

you are most productive is pretty empowering
and when you feel empowered, there’s no limit
on the impact you can make.

Makes work more ‘human’
The beauty of hybrid work is that it serves as a reminder that we are more than what
we do. Despite being more dispersed than ever before, community remains an integral
part of life. Pre-pandemic, most conferences, events and higher learning opportunities
were hosted in specified locations around the world. Unless you were physically able to
attend, you’d miss out on knowledge and networking. 

Now, virtual events are literally a few clicks away and easily accessible. Although Zoom
burnout is definitely a thing, companies continue to get creative in how they engage
their employees, clients and potential customers. Our team currently hosts various
events including virtual coworking and group discussions for Deskpass Partner Spaces.

The Bottom Line
If you’re ready to make the switch from the traditional office
model to hybrid work or not, now is a great time. Deskpass gives
you access to thousands of workspaces, with unlimited flexibility.
Our flexible, pay as you go model means you can cancel at any
time and not pay for space unless your team is using it.
Get a complimentary $500 Deskpass credit
when you sign up for a Teams account today.


